


$BTCFANS represents an innovative leap in the world of cryptocurrencies. It serves as 
a testament to our visionary approach to fostering a vibrant and engaging community 
within the decentralized finance space. Through the utilization of the Ethereum 
blockchain’s robustness and security, BITCOIN FANS CLUB is actively transcending the 
traditional boundaries of tokenomics. Our primary focus revolves around nurturing a 
dynamic community that is deeply invested in the creation and sharing of memes.

Through the seamless integration of memes, a universal language of humor and 
creativity, into the blockchain landscape, we are committed to creating an inclusive 
and entertaining space. Here, users will enjoy the benefits of a decentralized financial 
system and also they will find a profound sense of belonging and self-expression. 
We actively promote diversity, humor, and innovation through collaborative events, 
contests, and various community-driven initiatives.

With unwavering dedication to transparency, security, and the empowerment of our 
community, BITCOIN FANS CLUB is steadfast in its mission to redefine community-
driven decentralized finance. We invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we 
bridge the gap between cutting-edge blockchain technology and the playful world of 
internet memes, ushering in an era of digital interaction and financial empowerment.
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Our primary goal is to establish a vibrant 
ecosystem that fosters creativity and rewards 
engagement, promoting innovation within our 
global community. Through a unique reward 
mechanism and play-to-earn platform, we aim 
to redefine how people engage with digital 
currencies, ensuring widespread access to the 
benefits of decentralized finance. 

Our commitment extends to financial inclusion, 
educational initiatives, and sustainable growth, 
with a focus on balancing community expansion 
while preserving our core values. This vision 
drives a lasting impact on creativity, financial 
empowerment, and global collaboration within 
our growing community.
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REWARD VAULT

Dividend Distribution System
 � Unique token offering rewards in $BTC, divided equally among token holders.
 � Users need at least 10,000 tokens for rewards.
 � Smart contract tracks all dividends for each holder.
 � Transaction processing is dynamic based on user number and transaction size.
 � Transparent and 100% automated system.
 � Promises passive income to all token holders.

Community Management Rewards
 � Users have freedom to share Badges, Animated emojis, GIFs.
 � Leaving high-quality comments.
 � Performing useful actions like Share, Retweet or Like.
 � Contributing to community development by posting Articles.
 � Community decides point distribution based on contribution value.
 � Users can transfer or gift points to each other, and tipping for great posts or replies is easy—just  

 click the avatar and select the option from the menu.

Play2Earn Mechanism
 � Users earn tokens by participating in puzzle-solving and mind games.
 � Rewards act as an incentive for continuous engagement.
 � Implement leaderboards to recognize top performers.
 � Provides a competitive yet friendly environment, driving motivation.
 � Tokens earned through gameplay can be utilized for in-app purchases.
 � Establish a feedback loop for users to suggest new game ideas & Involve the community in   

 shaping the gaming experience.

Mining Farm
 � A percentage of tokens from each sell transaction is designated for the development team.
 � The allocated tokens are utilized to set up a mining farm.
 � Profits generated through this are distributed to token holders as passive income.
 � Establishes a mutually beneficial relationship between users and the development team.
 � Supports the long-term sustainability of the project.
 � Token holders enjoy consistent passive income from project success.
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 PRODUCT 
MODULES

Buy & Sell USDT with peer to peer network.

The Launchpad for initial sale of Tokens for 
Crypto Projects.

The Exchange for trading of Fan Tokens 
and other crypto assets.

Direct collaboration in Fans club projects 
through Security Tokens

P2P Platform

SKYROCKET APP 
LAUNCHPAD

EXCHANGE

BTCFans  
Module
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TOKEN  
DISTRIBUTION

07
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Token Allocation % Quantity Vesting Period

01   Presale & Initial Liquidity 23.80% 119,017,928,600.57 Immediate

02   Genesis Airdrop 5.00% 25,000,000,000.00 3 years

03   X2E Rewards 22.00% 110,000,000,000.00 3 years

04   DEX/CEX Listings 20.00% 100,000,000,000.00 1 year

05   Staking Farms 20.00% 100,000,000,000.00 3 years

06   Team & Advisors 5.00% 25,000,000,000.00 4 years

07   Community Fund 4.20% 20,982,071,399.43 3 years



PHASE 01

PHASE 02

 � Website Launch
 � Design and Deploy Smart Contracts
 � 5K Twitter & Telegram Members
 � Collaborate with Influencers for Initial Promotion
 � Vote for Meme 2024
 � Community Building and Marketing Initiatives
 � Launch Initial Bounty Program for Community Engagement

 � Listing on Coingecko and CoinMarketCap
 � Secure Partnerships with Tier 2 Crypto Exchanges for Listing
 � Reach 10K Twitter & Telegram Members
 � Achieve 2K Holders Milestone
 � Initiate Community Governance Mechanisms
 � Comprehensive Audit for Security Assurance
 � Expand Bounty Program to Attract More Participants
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PHASE 03

PHASE 04

PHASE 05

 � Play2Earn Platform Development and Deployment
 � Bridge on more chains
 � Price to reach 5X from Launch
 � Achieve 4K Holders
 � Burn 5 Billion tokens (1% of total supply)
 � Secure Listings on Additional Tier 2 Exchanges
 � Explore and Establish Partnerships with Gaming Industry Influencers

 � Expansion of Partnerships and Collaborations
 � 20K Twitter & Telegram Members
 � Virtual Card Launch
 � Exchange Platform Launch
 � More Upgradtion in Play2Earn Platform
 � Listings on Tier 1 Exchanges
 � Price to reach by 10X from Launch

 � More Listings on Tier 1 Exchanges
 � 30K Twitter & Telegram Members
 � Events Participations
 � Premium Dashboard
 � All Phase 1 Holders will get bonus of 100% of their current holdings
 � SkyRocket App - Launchpad
 � Burn 20 Billion tokens (4% of total supply)
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TECH 
PARTNERS
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MEDIA 
PARTNERS



GET READY FOR THE BIGGEST 
CRYPTO LAUNCH of 2024

bitcoinfansclub.COM

BitcoinFansClub


